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A general model of excitation and fluorescence recapturing by the forward and backward modes of filled mi-
crostructured optical fibers (MOFs) is presented. We also present experimental results for both backward
and forward fluorescence recapturing within a MOF as a function of fiber length and demonstrate a good
qualitative agreement between the numerical model and experimental results. We demonstrate higher effi-
ciency of fluorescence recapturing into backward modes in comparison with that of forward modes. © 2008
Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2370, 060.4005, 280.1415.
Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) have recently
attracted considerable interest as ideal tools for
chemical or biological sensing ([1], and references
therein), since a significant portion of the guided
light can overlap with chemical–biological materials
filled into the holes of the fibers. The sensing mecha-
nism can be either based on absorption or fluores-
cence spectroscopy. Although a range of MOF vari-
ants of fluorescent-based sensors have been reported
([1], and references therein), the benefits that can be
obtained using MOFs are far from being realized,
largely due to the lack of a formalism for predicting
and thus optimizing the measurable fluorescence
power. Recently, we reported a general model for cal-
culating the sensitivity of fluorescence-based sensing
using filled MOFs [1]. The model is based on the ex-
citation of the sensing material by the guided modes
of the MOFs and the recapturing of their fluorescence
emission within the forward propagating modes (the
forward fluorescence capture fraction �F) considering
losses at both excitation and fluorescent frequencies.
It demonstrates [1] that the light–matter overlap
alone does not determine the optimal fiber choice as
is usually assumed and that fiber designs with sub-
wavelength features and high index glass exhibit lo-
calized regions of high intensity [2,3], which lead to
enhanced fluorescence recapturing and hence higher
sensing sensitivity.

In this Letter we have advanced the model pre-
sented in [1] to include the capturing of fluorescence
emission into the backward propagating modes (the
backward fluorescence capture fraction �B). We then
demonstrate that �B and �F show different behavior
as a function of fiber length, where �B can be more
than 15% higher than the �F, and discuss the advan-
tages of �B over those of �F. Also by using an aque-
ous solution with quantum dots [4,5], which experi-
ence negligible photobleaching, we experimentally
confirm the behavior of �F and �B as a function of fi-
ber length for the first time, to the best of our knowl-
edge. We present a monotonic behavior of �B as a

function of fiber length, which demonstrates, for the
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first time to our knowledge, the use of microstruc-
tured fibers as a dip sensor.

We assume that the power excited in the jth mode
at excitation frequency �E can be expressed as [6]
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tric and magnetic field distributions and propagation
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E is the amplitude; Nj
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power normalization factor of mode j [6]; and Re�nE�
and Im�nE� are real and imaginary refractive indices.
Here, we assume that �j represents all absorption
mechanisms in the MOF, including absorption due to
the Beer–Lambert law. Upon absorbing the excita-
tion photons the fluorescent species in the holes be-
have as sources and emit fluorescent photons in all
directions. This fluorescent emission can also be writ-
ten [6] as the sum of forward, backward, and radia-
tion modes with the consideration of power decay due
to loss at the fluorescence frequency. Similar to the
formalisms developed in [1], we have found that the
fluorescent power contribution to the ith backward
mode of the MOF at z=0 due to a small filled section

z=z2−z1 located at z� [see Fig. 1(a)] as
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Here, PD�r� is the radiation power density of the fluo-
rescent emission of the filling material [1,7], sub-
script −i refers to the ith backward mode, and sub-
script H generally refers to the filled-hole region. By
using Eq. (1)—assuming that the fluorescent power

density is proportional to the density of excitation
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power loss due to the Beer–Lambert law in the filled
region (proportionality constant �)—and evaluating
the integrals in Eq. (3) with respect to z�, in the limit
of z1→z2 and z� [see Fig. 1(a)], we find
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Here, B is the Beer–Lambert absorption coeffi-
cient, �e−i

F �2= �ei
F� [6]; Pj

E�0� is the input excitation field
power; the relation for �F=Pi

F�L� /Pj
E�0� [1] is given

for comparison with the �B=P−i
F �0� /Pj

E�0�; and the
factor 2 in �F and �B is due to the contribution from
the two polarizations.

Next, we apply the developed model to an MOF, as
shown in Fig. 1(b), with the following parameters: ex-
citation wavelength �E=532 nm, fluorescence wave-
length �F=590 nm, filling material: Rhodamine B
dissolved in isopropanol, and three different glass
materials [silica, lead silicate (F2), and bismuth]. We
have used Rhodamine B simply to compare the re-
sults for forward and backward propagating modes.
Simulation results of �F and �B as a function of fiber
length, as shown in Fig. 2(a), indicate that while �F
maximizes at an optimum length, �B increases rap-
idly for short lengths and then approaches an
asymptotic value. The reason for the difference is
clear: the fluorescent emission coupled to the back-
ward mode can be detected instantaneously once the
incident beam enters the filled region at z=0 [(see

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of a filled MOF showing
(a) the parameters used in modeling and (b) the SEM im-
age of the cross section of the MOF used for the modeling
and experiment. (c) Effective area of the fundamental mode
for the geometry shown in (b) when the holes are filled with
Rhodamine B in an isopropanol solution. The wavelength is
590 nm, the refractive index of isopropanol is 1.3774, and
the different substrate glasses are marked.
Fig. 1(a)], while the emission coupled to the forward
mode needs to travel through the filled region, hav-
ing a decay of exp�−�FL�, to be detected at z=L. This
is also evident from Eqs. (4); in the limit of L→� the
�F approaches zero but �B approaches an asymptotic
value. This demonstrates for the first time, to the
best of our knowledge, that �B can be advanta-
geously employed for fluorescence sensing because of
its higher efficiency and lower loss in comparison
with �F. �B has other advantages over �F including
the possibility of using a dip-sensing configuration
[see Fig. 3(a)], real time measurement, a higher sig-
nal to pump ratio, no optimal length (the longer the
fiber length the higher the �B), and ease of use in
terms of keeping the launching end of the setup in-
tact and using the exit end for filling.

In our previous publication we identified an inter-
esting regime of small core diameters �d�0.8 �m�,
for which the �F can be significantly enhanced by
employing high index (soft) glasses. The study of �B
shows similar behavior as is evident from Fig. 2(b).
For example, the maximum �B for bismuth oxide fi-
bers at d
0.18 �m, is 4.96%, ten times larger than
the maximum �B value for silica fibers (0.50%) at d

0.52 �m. Also, at the core size of d
0.2 �m the

Fig. 2. (Color online) Numerical results of the fluorescence
capture fraction for forward (�F, solid curves) and back-
ward (�B, dashed curves) directions as a function of (a) fi-
ber length and (b) core diameter for different substrate
glasses. Other parameters are core diameter 1.0 �m in (b)
and concentration 0.5 �M in (a) and (b). �F and �B in (b)
correspond to the optimum fiber length defined at the
maximum of �F in (a).
maximum �B value for bismuth fibers is 4.82%, 69
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times larger than that of silica fibers (0.07%). Similar
to �F [1], a thorough examination of �B in Eq. (4) re-
veals that the sensitivity depends on both the power
fraction in the holes and the intensity distribution of
the modes. Therefore, fiber geometries resulting in
high intensity regions may lead to high �B even if
they have a relatively smaller power fraction in the
hole regions.

Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the experimental setup and
results for measuring the fluorescence emission cap-
turing into the backward [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] and for-
ward [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] propagating modes as a
function of fiber length. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first experimental investigation of length
dependence of fluorescence capturing into the for-
ward and backward modes of an MOF. We used
MOFs similar to the one in Fig. 1(b) with substrate
glasses of LLF1 �n=1.55� and core diameters and
losses of approximately d=2 �m and 30 dB/m (filled
fiber) at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, respec-

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a), (c) Experimental setups and re-
sults for measuring the fluorescence captured fraction into
the (b) backward and (d) forward mode of an MOF with
LLF1 substrate glass and a core diameter of 2 �m. The
holes of the MOF are filled with a solution of 1 �M quan-
tum dot. Simulation results are shown by solid curves (b)
and (d).
tively. The holes of the MOF were filled with an aque-
ous solution with 1 �M of CdTe–ZnS quantum-dot la-
beled goat F(ab’)2 antimouse IgG conjugate from
Invitrogen [8]. Experimental results qualitatively
confirm the behavior of �B and �F as a function of
length as predicted by the model. The model’s results
for �B and �F have been scaled individually to fit the
experimental data. Better quantitative agreement
may be achieved by having more accurate measure-
ments of the fiber loss, quantum dot concentrations,
fiber core diameter, and the loss due to mode mis-
matching between filled and unfilled sections of the
MOF and by improving the stability and repeatabil-
ity of light coupling into and out of the fiber espe-
cially for the forward approach.

A previous model of both in-fiber excitation and
fluorescence recapturing of filled solid-core MOFs by
their forward propagating modes [1] is generalized to
include the capturing of fluorescence emission into
the backward modes. Also, the capturing of fluores-
cence emission power into both forward and back-
ward propagating modes of an MOF as a function of
fiber length has been experimentally demonstrated
and qualitatively confirmed with those of the numeri-
cal model. The numerical results presented here also
demonstrate for the first time to our knowledge that
the fluorescence emission coupled into the backward
modes has a higher efficiency than those of the for-
ward modes. This, however, can be confirmed experi-
mentally by using optimized outcoupling setups or
advanced coupling techniques such as tapers or high
numerical aperture buffer fibers. Considering the ad-
vantages of �B over �F such as higher efficiency,
higher signal to pump ratio, possibility of using a dip-
sensing configuration [see Fig. 3(a)], ease of use in
terms of experimental setup, and the previous results
of our group, reporting the detection of quantum dots
with a concentration as low as 1 nM using the for-
ward approach [5], we expect to improve our detec-
tion power to picomolar concentration using our new
backward approach with optimized coupling setups.
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